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1 INTRODUCTION 
This paper surveys prior work in historical syntax in the Tupí-Guaraní 

(TG) fa1n i ly, then pro poses a new reconstruction of Pre:-Proto-TG n1ain 
clause gra1nmar. Jensen ( 1990, 1998) surveys the person-1narking patterns of 
the various synchron ic TG languages and recoÍ1structs the virtually universal 
TG hierarchical (inverse, according to D. Payne, 1994) verbal person
marking pattern to Proto-TG. Jensen ( 1998) suggests a five-stage scenario by 
which that person-111arking pattern was generated historically. In her 
scenario, Pro-Proto-TG begins with an absolutive person-1narking syste111, 
identical to the absolutive person-marking pattern found in tnost 111odern TG 
subordinate clauses, 110111 inal izations and topicalized oblique constructions. 
As a special ist in the reconstruction of gram1natical patterns, 1 disagree with 
Jensen's theoretical assu1nptions about the nature of historical change, and 
about appropriate 1nethods for diagnosing relative age of gra1n1natical 
syst~1n s. Drawing on principies well-known in the 1 iterature on 
gra1111natical iza 
i ion, 1 conclude that at no stage can we reconstruct a Pre-Proto-TG 
absolutive person-marking syste1n. Rather, the 1nodern hierarch ical (inverse) 
systern evolyed from a pre-Proto-TG system that t11U$t have been originally 
tnore 1101ninative. Ali .the absolutive person-111arking patterns in 1nodern 
co111parative TG gra1nn1ar 1nust be reconstructed to the grarnmar of 
no1ninalizations or other nonfin ite inflections. 

Schleicher ( 1998) offers a series of innovative proposals regarding 
Proto-TG and Pre-Proto-TG which have yet to be addressed in the published 
TG literature. He disagrees with Jensen both in the phonological fonns that 
he reconstructs and in hi s reconstruction of the grar111natical person-n1arking 
syste1ns. [ do not address his reconstruction in this paper, except to note that 
he disagrees with Jensen on bases other than those adduced here. 

* Special characters 
Both special characters are vowels, and are done in IPATimes. 
I = barred i ' = schwa 
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1 an1 not a specialist in TG linguistics, hence 1 do not take a stand on 
the differences between Schleicher and Jensen regard ing their 
reconstructions of · phonological fonn. Regardless of the actual 
phononological content of the Proto-TG 111orphological fonn s, the 
reconstruction of the gra1n n1atical syste1n of person-marking is a logically 
distinct prob len1 , which can be treated independeritly. In the interests of 
consistency, 1 ha ve ch osen to use Jensen 's ( 1998) proto-fonns. As specialists 
in individual TG languages (in personal co111n1unication) have endorsed 
Jensen 's treat1nent of their data, and as Both Jensen and Schleicher agree 
that the san1 e systen1 reconstructs to Proto-TG, 1 take their reconstructi on of 
the Proto-TG syste111 as 1ny point ·of departure. 

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the n1ethods by 
which the relative ages of n1 odern tnorphosyntactic patterns can be 
detenn ined, Section 3 presents the Pr<::>to-TG person-111arking syste111, 
Section 4 di scusses Jensen 's 1998 interna! reconstruction of the evolution of 
the Proto-TG systen1, Section 5 presents 1ny alternative hypothesis, and 
section 6 discusses so111 e in1p lications of the new reconstruction. 

2 METHODS 
The con1parative 1nethod is wel 1 docu1nented as a nieans of 

reconstructing phonological systen1s and lexical iten1s to proto-languages, 
but 1nethods for reconstructi ng gra1n1nar are rnore recent, and as such less 
well-known. Much of the work on such 111ethods has followed fro1n recent 
advances in Gran1n1ati ca l ization Theory ( cf. J-feine et al 1991 , Hopper and 
Traugott 1994, Bybee et al 1994, Harris and Carnpbell 1994, etc.). For a 
brief survey of this work, and in particu lar for a discuss ion of how it 
provides princip ies that can gu ide researchers in interpreting rnodern 
gran1111atical pattern s so as to detern1 ine the type of change (reanalysis, 
analogical extension or contact- ind uced change) that has led to a given 
1nodern pattern, cf. Gildea (1998, ch. 3). The contributors to Gildea (ed. 
2000) use these rnethods in a nun1 ber of case-studies of cornparative 
gra1111natical reconstruction in language fatn i 1 ies of the An1ericas. Fu rther 
principies of interna! reconstrt1ction are prov idcd in Givón ( 1979, 1995, and 
especially 2000), son1 e of which are useful in detern1ining relative ages of 
individual co1nponents fou nd in a co1nplex 111odern syste1n . 

In this section, I introduce the n1odern patterns of data that resu lt fron1 
the three rnajor (and perhaps the only) 1nechan isn1s by wh ich new 
111orphology is introduced into gra1n1natical syste1ns: reanalys is (2.1 ), 
analogical extension (2.2), and borrowing (2.3). I conclude the section with a 
li st of the propetiies are generally assoc1ated v1ith relatively older 
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1norphology versus relatively younger 111 orphology in a co1nplex syste1n 
(2.4). 

2.1 REANAL YSIS 
Reanalysis is the p~ocess by which a given construction, with its 

attendant 1norphology and syntactic relations a1nongst separate co1nponents 
of the construction, is reinterpreted by the speakers into a new construction 
type. A co1n1non exa1nple of reanalysis is the creation of a progressive aspect 
fron1 a locative construction (Heine et al 1991; Heine 1993, 1994; Bybee et 
al 1994; Gi ldea 1998). 

In 111any languages worldwide, locative constructio ns of the type 
"Peter is at hon1e" have been used to express verbal aspects ("Peter is 
at / in / on ~ork ing" > "Peter is worRióg"). In such cases, a verb in 
sotne no1n inalized fonn, such as a participle, a gerundi al, or an 
infinitive (' work-ing'), takes the place of the noun ph rase . ('at 
hon1e ' ) .. . The use of the locative construction fo r a verbal aspect 
creates a fonn -111eaning asy1n1netry, at least for son1e ti rn e; since the 
fonn "Peter is at / in / on working" is arnbiguous, it n1ay n1ean 
sornething like ' Peter is at his place of work' or el se ' Peter is 
worki ng. ' ... The transition fron1 locative construction to aspect 
rnark ing leaves three types of n1orphologica l rnaterial behind: the 
erstwhile auxil iary ('be' in our exa1nple), the adposition ('at ' ), and the 
nomina lization 1narker of the rnain verb (' -ing' ). This 111eans that 
there are three fonn s for 1narking one function only. 

(Heine, Claudi and Hünnen1eyer 199 1.2 14-5) 

The key properties of reanalysis are: 
• Reanalysis is covert: there is no immediate change in actual utterances. 

Only later do changes co1ne that show the ite1ns in the construction have 
taken on a new n1orphosyntactic relationship with each other. These 
changes are not a part of the reana lysis, but are later extensions that 
revea! the 1norphosyntactic consequences of the reanalysis. 

• Reanalysis creates polysemy: the rnorphernes that occur in the 
reanalyzed construction take on new 111eanings/functions, while 
·111aintaining their etyn1o logically prior 1neanings/functions in other 
constructions. For instance, English -ing is still a perfectly good 
nominal izer outside of the progressive construction (e.g. l like dancing. 
Drinking can be jun. These boots were n7ade for walking, etc.). 
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• Reanalysis affects entire constr.uctions: e.g., the reanalysis that created 
the English progressive did not simply add one more inflection to the 
existing verbal paradig1ns, but rather it brought an entirely new syste1n 
into 1nain clause gra1n1nar. lnstead of a si1nple inflected verb, it required 
a ten sed auxi 1 iary, dual 1narking of the verb (the preposition on and the 
suffix -ing), and an accusative case-1narker of (He is on building Qf a 
house.). 

Early cases of reanalysis can be difficult to identify, since on~ is 
always able to 1naintain a conservative analysis of the morphosyntax and 
sirnply suggest that the original gramrnar now supports a new function. Early 
in the reanalysis of the English Progressive, one can observe a shift in 
1neaning from 'subject is physically located so1neplace where he is in the 
midst of doing so1nething' to 'Subject is in the midst of doing so1nething' 
without the locative sense (cf. the detailed discussion in Bybee et al 
1994.136). Nonetheless, a syntactic analysis does not follow auto1natically 
frotn a semantic innovation. Before the changes later wrought by analogical 
extension, an analyst could have insisted that the nascent English progressive 
re1nained si1nply a no1ninalization placed in a prepositional phrase, which 
was then made the predicate of the copula and hence attributed sotne 
property to the subject of that copula. 

2.2 EXTENSION 
In contrast to reanalysis, extension 1nakes explicit changes in the fonn 

of utterances, 1notivated by a condition of analogy between two utterance 
types. Changes brought about by extension affect only one part of a 
construction ata ti111e, leaving the rest essentially unchanged . In our exarnple 
of the English Progressive, speakers apparently drew an analogical 
connection between the new progressive and other main clauses, then 
changed the pfogressive to bring it 1nore into alignment with other main 
clauses. First the predicate prcposition on was reduced phonologically (on > 
'n > , • >@-), then the accusative preposition of beca1ne optional and 

di·sappeared altogether. While the progressive did not beco111e one more 
simple verbal inflection, two 1najor 1norphemes that distinguished it fro111 · 
other 1nain clauses were el im inated. Extension . can also opera te in the 
absence of construction reanalysis, as when person-1narkers inside an 
existing paradigm expand in semantic scope (e.g. a 1narker of A expands to 
mark Sa, and numerous other examples in Harris and Catnpbell 1994). The 
key prope!"ties of extension are: 
• Extension causes overt changes in form. 
• Exterision is the mechanis1n that reveal s prior reanalysis. 
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• Extension affects individual morphe1nes or syntactic patterns. 

2.3 BORROWING 
. The third major mechanism for introducing new grammatical patterns 

ór 1norphe1nes is borrowing. In cases of .intensive language contact, fluent 
bilingual speakers 1nay introduce patterns fro1n one language into another. 
These patterns may include actual rnorphemes fro1n the source language 
( e.g. the Portuguese con1 ple1nentizer que in to Nheengatu ), or speakers 1nay 
simply press existing 1norphemes into service to fonn a parallel pattern in 
the borrowing language (the tenn calque is a label frequently associated with 
this process). The key properties of borrowing are: 
• Borrowing causes overt changes in fonnal structure. 

J 

• Gra1n1natical borrowing is usually acco1npanied by extensive lexical 
borrowing (cf. Thomason and Kaufrnan 1988). 

2.4 INTERNAL RECONSTRUCTJON: TYPICAL PROPERTIES OF OLDER 
MORPHOLOGY 

Givón (2000.120-121) discusses a number of general principies of 
historical syntax that yield a list of predictions, a1nong which I highlight the 
following: . 
• Phonetic size: The s1naller a 1norpheme is, the older it is. 

• Semantic size: The rnore generic, grammaticalized, or se1nantically 
opaque a 1norphe1ne is, the older it is. 

• Distance from stem: Ali other things being equal, the closer a 
1norphe1ne is to the ste1n/root of the word, the older it is. 

• Morpho-phonemic irregularity: The more morpho-phonemically 
irregular or variable a 1norpheme is, the older it is. 

The caveat "all other things being equal'' is necessary because factors 
other than 1norpheme age can lead to any of these properties individually. 
But when they are all found together in the case of a specific morpheme, the 
burden of proof fall s heavily on the analyst who intends to argue that the 
morphe1ne in question is relatively young. Further, very old 1norphemes can 
so1netimes be found in innovative constructions, in which case the age of the 
morpheme in question is not a good indicator of the age of the overall 
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syste111. For exa111 ple, in the Cariban fan1i ly a nu1nber of o ld no1ninalizers 
with irregu lar plural fonns and n1 orphophonernic irl·egularities were 
reanalyzed into verbal tense-aspect rnarkers, thus bringing evidence of very 
old rnorphology into very new gran1n1atical constructions (Gildea 1998, ch. 
9-14). In such cases it is irnportant to take into account the entire 
constructions in question to ascertain whether the gra1111nar is conservative 
or innovative. 

To Givón's li st of properties, I would add another: 

• ldentifiable source forms: Morpho_logy that has no "cognates" 
elsewhere in the gran1n1ar to serve as possible source fonns for 
reanalysis or extension, or that was not plausibly borrovved into the 
lnaguage from an identifiable sourc~ in another language, is 1nore likely 
to be old . 

One final note: when reconstructi ng gran1n1ar, one is li1nited to 
reconstructing n1orphology and n1orphosyntactic systen1s on the basis of the 
surviving n1orphology and 1norphosyntactic syste1ns. One can never be 
confident in reconstructing a con1plete picture of ali the gra1nn1atical 
resources of a Proto-language beca use one never knows what pieces n1 ight 
have disappeared altogether, leaving no reflexes in any 1nodern language. 
We can only expand our vision of the original systen1 by expanding the 
database, either from new descriptions of languages inside the fan1 i ly, or by 
con1parison to data frotn other, plausibly related language fatnil ies. 

3. THE PROTO-TG MAIN CLAUSE PERSON-MARKING SYSTEM 
Jensen ( 1998) reconstructs the following person-n1arking systern to 

Proto-TG. 
A 1 1+3 1+2 2 2PI " So .) 

o 
1 le (r-) le (r-) le (r-) le (r-) 

1+3 0H , 
. 

ih ore (r-) ore (r-) ore (r-) ore (r-) "· "· ~. ;f<. 

1+2 ,. . 
·s. ·w ' jane (r-) jane (r-) 

2 0 1'0·· oro- ;f!11. >\•<' ,,.¡¡-. ~~ n. Üfü;,, . ,,,;~¡¡: , .. ;ufrFh ne (r-) ne (r-) 
2PI op o- opo- mv %fül 

-~:t;~i. ... ww~ :;p:• '~"it\)lll -.._.. ... ~:r~,; ~ -. · ! W'f~h "h! . ., ·~&. pe (r-) pe (r-) 
"'I 
.) a-1- oro-1- JO- /- ere-i- pe-1- 0-1- 1-

Sa a- oro- 1a- ere- pe- o-
Table l. Reconstructed person-1narkmg on the Proto-TG main verb 

While the organ ization of Table 1 highlights the hierarchical nature of 
Proto-TG verb agree1nent, the organization of Table 2 highlights the distinct 
111orphen1es that can be analytically separated out, assigning rnost to a sin1ple 
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contrast between 1narking A/Sa as opposed to O/So. The two fonns that 
cannot be acco1n1nodated ·in such an analysis, oro and opa, appear to the 
right. 

A Sa So o 
ISo ' ' 

o a- a- 1e r- 1e r-
2Sg ere- ere- ne r- ne r-
3Sg o- o- 1 i- i- 1 

8 1+2 JG- JG- .Jane r- Jane r- IA2Sg0 
1+3 oro- oro- ore r- ore r- 1 A2PIO 
2PI pe- pe- pe r- pe r-

-

Table 2. An analytic view of the person 1narker~ fro1n Table 1 

An i1nportant detail about this system is that the O/So forms are notan 
internally consistent class: the 30/So fonn reconstructs to a bound prefix 
with suppletive allo1norphy, whereas the Speech Act Participant (SAP) O/So 
fonns reconstruct to a series of free pronouns, linked to the verb by 1neans of 
the relator prefix · r- (which al so reconstructs with suppletive allon1orphy). 
While Schleicher ( 1998) considers it likely that the SAP fonns were already 
cliticized to the verb by Proto-TG, he agrees that they 1nust have been free 
fonns in Pre-Proto-TG. 

A second in1portant detail: The SAP O/So forms are clearly reduced 
forms of a series of free pronouns that are sti 11 attested in 1nodern languages. 
'!\"hile the 30 prefix is found in other parts of the gra1n1nar, there is no 
corresponding third person pronoun, nor is there a plausible source for the 
suppletive allo1norphy (although Rodrigues ms., 1992) has developed an 
explanation of this apparently anomalous fact). The SAP A/Sa fonns and the 
two ano1nalous fonns oro and opa are attested nowhere else in the gran1111ar, 
either 1narking other parts of speech oras co1nponents in free pronouns. 

Hypotheses about the Pre-Proto-TG verbal system 1nust then follow 
from an interna) reconstruction of how these sets of fonns can1e to be 
coinbined intothe co1nplex syste1n that we see here. 

4. JENSEN'S (1998) RECONSTRUCTION OF THE PRE-PROTO-TG 
PERSON MARKERS 

Jensen propases a scenario with five stages: first was a stage with only 
absolutive person-marking, then the Sa prefix set was added, then the Sa 
prefixes were extended to transitive verbs, and finally the two anon1alous 
forms, oro and opa, were added. 
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verb has on ly abso lutive fonns, ali but 30 as free fonns · 
prececl i1~g the verb; A forms are all free pronouns as well, not in 
const ituency. 
Sa verbs add new Sa prefix set, distinguishing them fron1 So 
Analogical extension of Sa prefi xes to 30 transitive verbs; loss 
of interna! 30 prefix in sorne languages, as it is now redundant. 
Developtnent of 1 > ·2 > 3 hierarchy 
New portmanteau fonns oro ( < oro ' 1+3 '?) and opo ' are 

, deve loped ' to fi 11 the gap 

G iven the principies described 111 section 3, the fi rst stage of this 
scenario is problernatic: 
• The o lclest fonn s ought to be the n1ost reduced, but the SAP O/So 

n1arkers (Stage 1) are reconstructed cis free fonn s, wht>re~:; ali the more 
recent .person markers (Stages 2, 3, 5) are bound affi xes 

• The forms with no obvious sources e lsewhere in the gramm ar ought to 
be the o ldest, but the SAP O/So prefi xes have c lear cognates in free 
pronouns and person-markers throughout the gra1nmar; further, the SAP 
fonns require r - ' Relator', a sign of a phrasal - as opposed to 
parad igmatic n1o rphologica l - relationship. In contrast, none of the 
more recent person 1narkers have cognates outside the verbal prefix sets. 

Wh ile the 30 /So prefix fi ts ali the criteria for an o ld 1norphe1ne; 
including that it is c loser to the verb when it co-occurs with SAP A prefixes, 
the re1na ining O/So prefixes do not appear to fit into this scenario. It would 
be better if we could i1n.agine a scenario in which the 30/So prefix is quite 
o ld, but in which the remainder of the O/So prefixes are not. 

5. AN ALTERNATIVE HYPOTHESIS 
Given al 1 the signs of age attending the 30 prefíx, 1 presume it was in 

place on the verb before any other prefí xes became bound phonologically. 
Any other person-marking that 1n ight have co-existed w ith thi s prefix has 
been lost, leav ing us unable to reconstruct a larger syste1n. In essence, l 
reconstruct the 30 /So prefi x as a relic f rom an unrecoverable prior system. 
F rom this starting point, Stage 2 is to posit the accretion of tl:ie A/Sa 
prefíxes, presumably fro1n a set of free pronouns that \vas alrea<ly lost prior 
to Proto-TG, replaced by the pronouns that gave rise to the O/So person- . 
1narkers. At thi s po int, the system is essent ially 110111 inative-accusative, wi th 
the possible co1n plication of the 3So forn1, which 1nay have re1na ined in 
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place. The forms oro apd opo te1nain 1nysterious, but as they are boui1d 
forms and 'as their source· is unknown, 1 place them in Stage 3, prior to the 
obviously younger SAP O/So forms. There is no necessary reason that they 
could not have evolved prior to - or at the saine titne as - the A/Sa forn1s, 
but their inclusion in Stage 2 would further muddy the otherwise relatively . 
consistent nominative-accusative stage, so for aesthetic purposes, I separate 
thetn here. Finally, in Stage 4, the SAP O/So forms cliticize to the verb, 
creating the syste1n that that has been reconstructed for Proto-TG. 

Stage 1: The innermost 30 prefix i- le- '30/So' 
Stage 2: The A/Sa Prefixes Qointly, or in either order) 

1 > 3 a-i- a-e- 1 S a-
l+ 3 > 3 oro-i- oro-e- 1+3 S oro-
) +2 > 3 ja-i- 1a-e- 1 +2 : ja-
2 > 3 ere-i- ere-e- 2 ere-
2PI > 3 pe-i- pe-e- 2PI pe-
3 > 3 o-i- o-e- 3 o- - i-/c-

Stage 3: The l, Sg/Pl - > 2 fonns are added 
Stage 4: The SAPO/So Prefixes/pro-for1n~ are added 

At this point, the interna! evidence is exhausted. What retnains is to 
discuss the itnplications that this hypothesis might have for further research, 
especially in related Janguage families. 

6, DlSCUSSION 
This hypothesis suggests that cognates to the oldest fonn, i- / e~ 

'30/So', ought to be found elsewhere in the Tupían stock, and potentially in 
the Cariban and Macro-Ge language families as well. Rodrigues (ms., 1992) 
has encountered evidence for a third person possessive 1norphe1ne i- (which 
he consis]er~ to be another fonn of .a relator prefix) in all three; this ºfonn 
shows suppletive allomorphy as well, but it is not as strong as a potentially 
cognate third person verbal prefix might be. lnterestingly, Sérgio Meira and 
Petronila Tavares (in personal communication) have posited a prefix i- '30' 
in Cariban languages Carib of Surina1n, Tiriyó and Wayana: 

IA30 
2A30 
3A30 

Carib of Surinam Tiriyó 
s-1-

m-1-
n-1-

1 +2A30kis-i-

""2"' -' -' 

w-1-
m-1-
n-1-

Wayana 
w-1-
1n-1-

n-1-
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ISA w'i- t-/s-/k-/w- w-

2SA m'i- 1n'i- 1n'i-

3S n·i- n·i- n'i-

1+2SA k'iti'-

In 1ny (Gildea 1998) reconstruction of the Proto-Carib 3A30 fonn, T 
clicl not even consider this pattern. I now intend to return to 1ny con1parative 
Cariban 1naterials to see if such an analysis can be sustained for other 
languages in the fa1nily, and even perhaps reconstructed to Proto-Carib. In 
addition to this potential cognate, in severa! Cariban languages certain verb 
tenses condition the 3A30· prefix i- instead of the expectecl n I-; 1 have been 
treating each case of this i- asan independent innovation, in which the forn1 
con1es fro1n an extens ion of the third person possessive i-. 1 will re-evaluate 
this hypothes,is as well in future work, -'especially in ·lif;!-.í. or 1nore recent 
evidence for the robustness of third person i- in Southern Cariban language 
lkpéng (Pacheco 2001 ). · 

Continuing to focus on co1nparisons to Proto-Carib, it is worth 
1nentioning an asssertion by Derbyshire ( 1998): Given Jensen 's 
reconstruction of Pre-Proto-TG as ergative, and given the strong likelihood 
that there is a genetic relationship between the Cariban and Tupí-Guaraní 
fan1 ilies, it is reasonable to presu1ne that Proto-Cariban 1n ight also have been 
ergative. While the conclusion does not necessarily fo!low fron1 the pr·e1nises 
(e.g., closely related languages like Tiriyó and Carijona differ with regard to 
ergativity, and nobody has suggested that the relationship between Proto-TG 
and Proto-Carib is part.icularly close ), it is nonetheless true that this new 
reconstruction of Pre-Proto-TG actually al igns 1n uch better with the existing 
reconstruction of verbal person-marking in Proto-Carib. Now neither shows 
inain clause ergativity, and tnore, the two person-1narking systems are 
heavily iso1norphic (albeit with alrnost no actual cognates). In both, 
ergativity re1nains a property of subordinate clauses ( cf. Gildea 1994, 
.Derbyshire 1994). 

Parallel to the investigations that this reconstruction will stiniulate in 
the Cariban family, one 1night hope to look with new eyes on the comparison 
of Pre-Proto-TG grammar with the gra1nmar of other languages in the 
Tupían stock, or of Macro-Ge. The oldest fonn is 1nost likely to have 
reflexes extending the farthest away: are there cognates to the old i- / c
'30/So ' prefix to be found in verbal syste1ns? Tf \Ve are to find cognates to 
the younger fonns, those added to the Pre-Proto-TG syste1n in Stages 2 and 
3, it will 1nost likely be in Tupían languages. Could it be that any of the 
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presun1ed prono111inal sources of these forn1 s still ex ist (perhaps even still as 
pronouns) in other Tupían fa111ilies? 
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